Proof. This is proved in [7] .
Because RP2*"1 -L> dN/T -* F is covered by S2*-1 -» (9/V -F, If we compare this with the E -term of our integral spectral sequence we get Lemma 3. Es¿ = E*', 0 < ' < 2k -1. To finish our calculation of pet(dN/T) it is only necessary to calculate the rank of H^/K which is isomorphic to K^/H. This group is filtered by E277-2,2 " H2n-t(F. W'(Rp2fe-l))for 0< t< 2k-1. Since H2n~l(F; H'(l{P2k-1)) *//,. , , (F; H (RP2*-1))
¿I +t-¿n ¿ft, -t -1 = H2l-"-2"iF; H2k-tinP2k~1))
we have rank., E "~^ = rank-£ "* ~ . This shows the rank of z2 «. z2
KL/H is equal to the rank of E^-^mod 2, but E2^-*1* = HliF; Hk(Y{P2k-1)) and therefore k is odd, rank '\iF) m°d 2, £ is even.
f°> K/W=<
This finishes the proof.
Proposition. 
